Abstract. Proof planning is a novel knowledge-based approach for proof construction, which supports the incorporation of mathematical knowledge and the common mathematical proof techniques of a particular mathematical eld. The diagonalization proof technique is a well-known method in theoretical computer science and in mathematics that originated with Cantor, who used it to show his seminal uncountability results. It is now widely used as a proof technique for unsolvability results and metamathematical arguments. In this paper we give an account on how to systematically construct and plan diagonalization proofs: (i) by nding an indexing relation, (ii) by constructing a diagonal element, and (iii) by making the implicit contradiction of the diagonal element explicit. We suggest a declarative representation of the strategy and describe how it is realized in the proof planning environment of the mega-System.
Introduction
The essential reasoning process of classical automated theorem proving is based on search at the object level, i.e. at the level of ( rst order) logic representations of the mathematical objects under study. Searching for a proof is carried out by applying calculus inference rules to manipulate the initial problem situation, which at the beginning consists of the negated theorem to be proven and the given assertions (de nitions, axioms, and possibly other lemmata and theorems), in order to nd a nal situation, for instance the empty clause 2 in a resolution theorem prover. This guarantees that the theorem is a logical consequence of the given assertions. In tactical theorem proving the user applies tactics, i.e., a sequence of calculus inference rules, and tacticals are used to compose more complex tactics from basic ones. The essential reasoning remains however a search for the proof at the object level of the underlying logic.
Proof planning, as introduced by A. Bundy 7] , is based on the search for a sequence of tactics that constitutes a proof plan, which in turn can then be applied to construct an object level proof. The plan operators are called methods, they are speci cations of tactics represented in a meta-language. They state in this meta-language when a tactic can be applied and what its e ects may be. Reasoning is therefore carried out at a meta level. Three main aspects make this approach interesting:
The rst aspect of proof planning is that the search for a proof plan can be based on well known mathematical proof techniques such as induction, lifting techniques say for completeness proofs of resolution style logics, diagonalization, proof techniques for limit theorems, the pigeon hole principle or an abstract consistency property for completeness results of logical calculi, provided the appropriate control knowledge can be found and represented. Such a proof technique characterizes a proof schema which is then instantiated to a sequence of planning steps (which in turn generate object level proofs).
The second aspect of proof planning is the abstraction from mere logical manipulation of formulas by calculus inference rules. For instance, the task of proving an induction conclusion in CL A M 8] is tackled by reducing the syntactical di erence to the induction hypothesis via the rippling strategy such that it can be used to close the proof path.
The third, not least important, aspect is the naturalness by which mathematical knowledge is represented and used in the planning process (see 2]).
The point of proof planning is to analyze proof techniques in order to determine their typical proof steps and to nd a suitable control to perform these steps within the proof planning process. The rst author carried out an empirical study of many proofs by diagonalization and showed in a systematic way how to construct such proofs 9]. In this paper, we describe how this proof technique can be realized in the proof planning environment of the mega-System 2]. In the next section, we introduce the main idea of diagonalization by a formal proof of the Cantor theorem. Thereafter, we give an overview of the proof planning environment in mega in Sec. 3 and we discuss the main methods in Sec. 4 . Before concluding, we illustrate our approach by an example.
Cantor Diagonalization
In order to illustrate the main principle of diagonalization proofs, consider Cantor's theorem. The theorem states that the power set of each set m has greater cardinality than the set itself, which is equivalent to the conjecture that there is no surjective function from a set into its power set: 8m :9f surj(f; m; pset(m)).
The diagonalization technique was rst invented for the proof of this theorem and it is therefore often called Cantor diagonalization 17]. This theorem can be proven by many (higher order) theorem provers automatically, e.g., TPS 1] was the rst system that generated a computer proof, and it is nowadays often used as a benchmark for higher order theorem provers, e.g., LEO 3] and HOL 13] generated alternative proofs. Hence we like to use this example for expository purposes also and show some generalizations of our technique later on.
To prove the above conjecture, we assume that there is a surjective function f 0 from some set m 0 into its power set pset(m 0 ) and deduce a contradiction by diagonalization. In a typical textbook such as 11] a proof by diagonalization is typically based on the demonstration of two assertions:
2. It is possible, with the help of the enumeration, to de ne an object d in the set E that is di erent from every object in the enumeration.
Below is the diagonalization part of the Cantor proof, where pset(m 0 ) is the enumerated set. This set can be enumerated with the help of the indexing relation f 0 and the set D is the object which is de ned with the help of the enumeration. D is then di erent from every object f 0 (x) in the enumeration. In order to formulate the characteristic proof steps of the above diagonalization argument, let us look at the formal proof in Fig. 2 of Cantor's theorem, which was interactively constructed with the mega-System using the problem description in Fig. 1 . The proof was searched for and represented at the level of a natural deduction (ND) calculus, i.e. it was generated by the application of suitable ND rules 12]. It was then abstracted to the so-called assertion level 15] , where assertions, in addition to ND rules, can be used as justi cations. The analysis of the above crucial proof steps suggests the following systematic way, of how to construct a diagonalization proof:
The central point of diagonalization is the construction of the diagonal element, which is an element of the set to be enumerated, that is di erent from every object in the enumeration. In Fig. 2 the diagonal element is represented by a lambda expression that has the indexing function f 0 as a sub-term (see line 9). It is therefore convenient to search for the indexing function rst before trying to construct the diagonal element.
In the Cantor proof, the function f 0 binds not only the diagonal element but also each element of pset(m 0 ) to an element (its index) in m 0 . This property follows from the surjectivity of the function f 0 from m 0 into pset(m 0 ) and is represented by the formula: 8x !o x 2 pset(m 0 ) ! 9y y 2 m 0^x = f 0 (y)
The indexing property provides important information for the speci cation of the diagonal element: its type (a functional type corresponding to the element type of pset(m 0 )), and its domain type (same type as the element type of m 0 ). In addition to these type constraints, the diagonal element must be di erent from every entry in the enumeration of the set pset(m 0 ), i.e. from each f 0 (z). This is achieved in Cantor's proof by enforcing that for each z the diagonal element di ers from the element f 0 (z) in some property. We call this property the diagonal property which is a proposition that depends on the term f 0 (z)(z) which we call the diagonal term. In Cantor's proof, the diagonal property is represented by the conjecture z 2 f 0 (z), which is just syntactic sugar for the diagonal term itself. The diagonal element inverts this diagonal property (occurrence of the term :z 2 f 0 (z) in the lambda expression representing the diagonal element in line 9). In order to get a contradiction, the diagonal element is constructed in such a way, that it belongs to the enumerated set pset(m 0 ) (occurrence of z 2 m 0 in the lambda expression representing the diagonal element in line 9). Consequently, the diagonal element has an index y 0 and the diagonal property for this element of m 0 (y 0 2 f 0 (y 0 )) is contradicted according to the construction principle of the diagonal element. The rst author 9] studied many other proofs by diagonalization, in mathematics and theoretical computer science textbooks (among others 5], and 11]), which are similar but di erent in some detail from the above Cantor proof in Fig. 2 . Exploiting these di erences a Diagonalization Proof Strategy was suggested that can be applied to prove all the examples in 9]. In the rest of this paper, we describe how this proof strategy can be realized in the proof planning framework of mega to construct diagonalization proofs. In the next section we give an overview of the mega proof planning framework. Thereafter, we present the main methods and show, with the help of an example, how these can be applied.
Proof Planning in MEGA
The central data structure in mega is the so-called proof plan data structure (PDS), which represents at several levels of abstraction a partial proof of the theorem to be shown. The levels correspond to di erent abstractions of the formal ND (natural deduction) proof. A PDS level is a proof tree with the root labelled by the theorem and the leaves with the hypotheses. The child nodes in such a proof tree are either the premises for the justi cation of their closed parent node or the supports for their open parent node. The supports of an open node consist of a heuristically determined subset of the hypotheses of this node and of their deduced consequences, which may be used to close this open node.
A justi cation of a closed node denotes that the conjecture of this node follows logically from those of the premises by a named inference. A base inference is just one application of a single ND rule, whereas a non-base inference can be a tactic, a proof schema that represents a proof idea (technique) with still some gaps, or a call of an external reasoner, such as an automatic theorem prover or a computer algebra system. The returned result of an external reasoner must be transformed into an ND proof. A non-base inference abstracts many individual inference steps by grouping them into one proof step at a higher level of abstraction.
An initial PDS consists of an open node, the theorem, and its supports, the hypotheses. A formal ND proof for this problem is constructed by the application of inferences to open nodes and the expansion of non-base inferences. This construction process can be carried out interactively and/or with the help of a planner which uses methods as plan operators. A method is a speci cation that represents the applicability condition and application e ects of an inference. In mega, we use a declarative representation as much as possible for methods, such that meta-methods can be employed to reformulate methods for example for analogy-driven theorem proving 18]. A method is represented as a frame-like structure (see Fig. 3 This new open line inherits the supports of the considered goal excluding the ND lines which are associated to the premises annotated by . { The sidecondition speci es additional restrictions for the application of the method. Other optional slots that store additional control and computation information are explained whenever they occur in the de nition of the presented methods.
We distinguish reliable and unreliable methods. A method is unreliable, when its expansion can lead to new open nodes. The expansion of a reliable method on the other hand, e.g., a speci cation of a tactic application, leads to a proof at a more detailed level. This distinction is important, because, during the search for a proof, only open nodes and nodes justi ed by unreliable methods are taken into consideration by the planner.
While constructing a PDS we focus on the current tasks by keeping goals (open ND lines) and pseudo-goals (ND lines closed by unreliable methods) in an agenda, which is a set of partially ordered tasks. The conjectures in the PDS can contain partially speci ed terms, i.e. terms with meta-variables. These metavariables are place holders for object terms that are partially speci ed by some constraints that become more and more re ned as the search for a proof plan continues.
Planning Diagonalization Proofs
We shall now present the main methods for the construction of proof plans for diagonalization and describe how these methods can be applied.
The Diagonalization Methods
The diagonalization proof technique leads to a proof by contradiction and reduces the job to two main tasks: rst, search for an indexing property, and then construct a diagonal element. We represent this strategy by two methods: Diag, and Diag-by. All of the following is a slight simpli cation for expository purposes, the full set of methods and more details can be found in 10].
The Diag Method The Diag method in Fig. 3 is used to prove a contradiction, the goal of this method is therefore ? which corresponds to the formula of proof line number 3 in the slot proof schema. Note that the conclusion ( 3) of this method denotes this line annotated by . The application of this method is restricted by its sidecondition to goals with at least one support node that can be used to prove an indexing relation. The method Diag can be applied, when there is a support node of the goal that either matches the formula schema 8x ! E(x) ! 9y N(y)^x = F(y) (the formula of line 2 in the proof schema of Diag, where E, N, and F are meta-variables and , and are type variables.), or can assert this formula schema. A formula asserts another formula (schema), when the latter matches a sub-formula of the former. The remaining sub-formulas correspond to the premises Ps in the justi cation of the asserted formula (schema) and are considered as subgoals of Diag. For instance, for the Cantor proof, the agenda consists of the goal ? after applying the tactic sequence ForallI, NotI, and ExistsE. The method Diag can be applied to this goal, because the surjective de nition Surj-Def is a support node of the current goal that asserts the indexing property using the premise surj(F; N; E).
The method Diag is unreliable, since its expansion comprises the application of the Diag-by method, which is described in the next paragraph, delivering new open nodes. Therefore, the node justi ed by Diag is included as pseudo-goal on the agenda. In case premise 1 of Diag asserts the indexing property, as in the Cantor example, we obtain additional subgoals which correspond to the premises of the assertion application. These new goals on the agenda must be worked o before the newly inserted pseudo-goal, i.e., before expanding the method Diag (compare the slot orderings in Fig. 3 ).
The Diag-by Method The Diag-by method (see Fig. 4) is not used by the planner to close goals, it is only used in the context of the method Diag. Diag-by can be applied to justify a goal ? using an indexing relation (see line 1 in Fig. 4 the inverting property of D can be either the inequality C(F(i); i) 6 = F(i)(i) or the formula schema U(C(F(i); i)) $ :U(F(i)(i)). If we succeed and obtain a complete PDS after applying the Diag-by method, we can expand this PDS to an ND proof, which can then be checked by the veri er.
The two methods Diag and Diag-by can lead to goals with meta-variables. These meta-variables are progressively instantiated while closing subgoals that are represented by formula schemata. This is carried out by middle out reasoning (MOR) 16] with the help of methods which (heuristically) impose alternative instantiations for meta-variables and/or binding constraints.
Methods for Middle-Out-Reasoning
In this section we are concerned with subgoals represented by formula schemata.
In general, rigid subgoals, i.e., subgoals of the form P(t 1 ; ::; t n ) where the function P is not a meta-variable, can be closed by assertion application or by simplication tactics.
For instance, after applying the Diag method in the Cantor theorem, we obtain the subgoal surj(F; N; E) (see the previous section). This subgoal can be closed by a method MvarWeaken using the hypothesis surj(f 0 ; m 0 ; pset(m 0 )) (see line 2 in Fig. 2) . Thus, the meta-variables F, N, and E are instantiated respectively to f 0 , m 0 , and pset(m 0 ). Generally, the method MvarWeaken justi es an atom with schematic arguments by a support node, whose formula uni es this atomic goal. Simpli cation tactics may not be applied to critical goals, where a goal is critical, i its splitting by a simpli cation tactic leads to a exible subgoal and/or a exible hypothesis. A exible formula schema is an application of the form P(t 1 ; ::; t n ) where the function P is a meta-variable. A goal, whose splitting delivers such a formula schema, is said to be critical wrt. to the meta-variable P. For instance, the goal schema p ! MV (c) is critical wrt. the meta-variable MV , it may not be simpli ed by applying the ND rule ImpI, because this would deliver the exible subgoal MV (c). A critical subgoal wrt. a meta-variable MV is suspended at rst and we consider other goals until the involved meta-variable MV is instantiated.
Unfortunately, it is possible to get into a deadlock situation, where all goals on the agenda are either critical or exible. To raise such a deadlock, we use a heuristic from 4], where it is suggested that instantiations of set variables in higher order theorems can be used to obtain a rst order theorem, which in turn can be proven by a ( rst order) automated theorem prover. In this procedure, higher order variables (HOV) that occur as heads of atoms are interpreted as sets. According to the position of the corresponding atom wrt. other sub-formulas in the theorem, a HOV is associated to the maximal possible set. If this HOV occurs several times as the head of an atom in the theorem, then it is instantiated with the intersection of the sets that result from each occurrence. For instance, if we had the goal 8x(D(x) ! m 0 (x))^(:f 0 (x)(x) ! D(x)) then we would obtain the set fx : m 0 (x)g for the rst occurrence and the set U, which denotes the whole individual set, for the second occurrence. The intersection is clearly the set fx : m 0 (x)g. We use the heuristic BledsoeH in the method ImpBH1 (see Other methods for MOR are given in the next section, where we demonstrate our approach by an example.
The NatReal Problem
Consider the theorem that there is no surjective function from the natural numbers onto the interval 0; 1]. The problem can be formalized as follows:
The interval 0; 1] is de ned as the set of all functions from the natural numbers into the digits, which corresponds to a decimal or binary representation of the real numbers depending on how many digits you use. The problem of periods in the largest digit, e.g. 0:19 = 0:2, can be neglected here without a ecting the consistency of the proof. This method inserts rst a new meta-variable V and the uni cation constraint unify(V (f 0 (i)(i)); U(f 0 (i); i)), because the argument f 0 (i)(i) of the implication hypothesis R(f 0 (i)(i)) is not a proper subterm of the implication conclusion U(f 0 (i); i). Thereafter, the heuristic BledsoeH is called, similar to the method ImpBH1 in Fig. 5 , with the arguments R, and R(f 0 (i)(i)) ! V (f 0 (i)(i)). This computes the function x V (x) to which the meta-variable R is bound.
After applying the MvarImpBH1 method, we obtain the goals Q(f 0 (i)(i)) ! :U(f 0 (i); i), Q(0), and V (1) . The last goal is exible wrt. the meta-variable V , which does not occur anywhere else. Thus, we can apply the method FlexWeaken which uni es the exible goal with one of its supports that has some arguments of the goal as subterms. This method can be applied using either dig(1) or 0 6 = 1 as support. The rst one would lead to a failure and the second succeeds by binding V to the term x 0 6 = x. The simpli cation of the current constraint binds U to the term x; y 0 6 = x(y) and we obtain Q(f 0 (i)(i)) ! :(0 6 = f 0 (i)(i)), and Q(0) as remaining goals that can be similarly closed using among others MOR methods. This leads to the complete PDS of Fig. 8 which can be expanded to a formal ND proof.
Conclusion and Future Work
The main advantage of proof planning for diagonalization proofs comes into play, when applying this technique to other, more di cult problems that are beyond the reach of search based classical systems. Just as the rational reconstruction of an induction theorem prover in the framework of proof planning 6] shows how to use this important proof technique in a more general setting, proof planning for diagonalization proofs can now be used for a great variety of theorems. Several textbooks on theoretical computer science and meta-mathematics were scanned and all theorems shown there by the diagonalization technique were isolated (see 9] for a report) in order to extract the general principle of this construction. The rather general formulation of the above diagonalization method was motivated by the aim to prove all these theorems (semi-) automatically and we expect a system for diagonalization proofs to become just as essential as the well-known systems for induction proofs.
In this paper we de ned the main methods for planning diagonalization proofs. The methods Diag and Diag-by correspond to a general proof schema for diagonalization proofs. The Diag method is applied to prove a contradiction, when an indexing property can be asserted. The expansion of the goal closed by Diag amounts to the application of the method Diag-by which in turn speci es the diagonal element according to the proven indexing property. The diagonal element is de ned (constructed) while closing the subgoals of the method Diag-by. In this construction process we use methods for MOR to deal with schematic goals. Some of these methods are described in Secs. 4 and 5, more material can be found in 10].
A rst implementation of these techniques automatically found the proofs for the examples in this paper (the Cantor theorem and the NatReal theorem). The planner in mega is currently extended to treat schematic goals and to manage a constraint pool, after this the proofs for all the examples in 9] (including the Halting problem, the theorem that the set of total computable functions is not recursive enumerable, the theorem that total functions are not enumerable, etc.) should run without user interactions.
In the related work of J. Gow 14] , the proof planning framework of CL A M is used to generate infomal diagonalization proofs. However, his diagonalization method is somewhat less general than the one described in this paper. Furthermore, the construction of the diagonal element is less exible, since it is prede ned as an if-function whose then-and else-term are distinct elements of some set. In the Diag-by method, the diagonal element is represented by a metavariable and additional constraints are given to obtain sensible instantiations of this meta-variable during the MOR process.
